Common Law stops Sheriff's Deputies in Grand Junction
It has been an agonizing10 years, and 3 different groups which have targeted me here in Grand Junction. In June I
received a call from Dawn Haynes after participating in a Veterans nationwide Common Law phone conference. She
let me know she was desperate to get out of Ft. Collins where she was being heavily targeted, and I agreed to have
her come to stay with me. With dismay, I let her know that I was also heavily under attack, but that I lived alone and
we could try together to control the attacks.
After doing everything I could think of to stop the targeting - including driving to NYC and back while sleeping in my
car, going to San Francisco and Washington DC to try to talk with authorities, and years of research and
investigation into possible solutions, participating in conference calls, writing letters, FOIA's, testifying to City Council,
County Council, DA's, City Attorney, Lawyers, Senators, I finally reached the conclusion that Common Law is the
ONLY solution to this enormous program plaguing the planet.
Dawn let me know that she had success with Common Law, and had some ideas of what to do once she arrived.
She arrived in a state I have never seen before in someone - white as a sheet and close to fainting. Within two days,
the sheriff's office deputies made a visit to my home, demanding with force, for me to open my doors and let them in
to see who my guest was, claiming that neighbors had made reports about a dog and then a felon who supposedly
had warrants out for her arrest. (A mistaken identity set-up.) They retuned two more times. In between those times
we did the following:
SECURE THE FORT - Collect Evidence, Document
1. We bought 12 boxes of emergency blanket mylar from walmart and plastered every single window in the house.
You can see through it in the day, and need to turn off all the lights at night to look out. They are like mirrored
windows to visitors looking in. They may also block the frequencies.
2. We bought several camera systems and placed them around in and outside the house. The Arlo system was the
first one we tried - and it worked great, except for the fact that it had to be wirelessly connected to our phone
systems. All our digital equipment has been compromised and much has been stolen for years. But nonetheless, we
were able to capture some critical evidence with the cameras before they got to them. We got motion detector lights
and placed them all around the home. We placed several backup cameras outside and inside the entry door.
3. We both got Olympus recorders that are not connected to anything but batteries and a microchip, therefore, if you
have it around your neck all the time, they are unhackable. We record everything. Phone calls. Meetings. Talks,
everything. EVERYTHING!
4. We secured all windows with locks and the only door we exit, we placed a sliding lock that has a hole at the end of
it so once it's secured, we stick a chop stick in the hole so the spies cannot use magnets on the outside to slide the
sliding lock backwards and open the door. (I have a set of implanted marionette chips and they can make me
sleepwalk and open the door and close it in my sleep, so the extra work and complexity to lock the door every night
makes it much harder for them to mind control me to open the door for them.)
5. We put a deadbolt on the door that goes downstairs. We bolted the outside garage doors shut and locked the
windows in the garage with screw locks. Also put up a smoke alarm in case they try to burn down the house.
6. No trespassing signs posted at all doors to the home and at the entrance and exit to the property. (They'll ignore
them, but it you get it on tape, it's a trespass crime.)
7. We have been trying to journal everyday to write everything down that happens, including all the sleep
depravation and forced exhaustion, brainwashing, confusion, interruptions, complete bug infestations, animal feces
on carpets, police trespassing, harassment, assaults from neighbors, hate crimes, hate speech, setups, retaliation,
police stalking, federal witness tampering, stalking by spies, camera tampering, video erasure, digital equipment
destruction, non-forced entry and theft of documents in the home, possible theft of information on thumb drives,
forced sleep and entry, radiated garden, broken pump, tampered car, near accidents, digital trespassing,
frequencies, electronic harassment, mind control, tortures, remote psychosurgery, satellite brain surgery, etc, etc. We
take all our precious documents with us where ever we go. They do not leave our sight.
8. We got chromebooks and set up google drive to send all images/videos to our emails and google drive
anonymous calls from our cell phones - multiple emails to back up to. We set up wifi to use on the phone to be able
to watch endless youtube videos to learn about the TI issues. And we got Fing to see who is on our connected
devices. We have also gotten private investigation subscriptions to begin to investigate those who are doing this to
us.
BEGIN THE PAPERWORK TRAIL - Common Law

There is a process that the authorities recognize as a legitimate warning. Dawn has many useful tips and reminders
for all to use;
1. It is important to always use paper to defend one's self before putting one's precious body in harm's way.
2. Evil is stupid.
Please feel free do download and fashion your own documents from what we have created below. We used
GotFreeFax to fax these documents to authorities. Faxes are considered legal notice. (You can send up to 300 for
a small fee.) It's well worth your time and effort to do it from your computer instead of through the mail - which is
often opened, or lost, stolen, or driving to the location or getting a certified letter/return receipt. You can get them to
notice you back through one of the copy companies in your town, just provide the fax number and remember to call
in to see if they have received anything for you every week or so. (After 30 days, if they don't hear from you - they
may throw away your fax from the authority you noticed - which would not be good!)
You can also post to the Reign of the Heavens website for Lawful International Notice to all. This is a place
online for all your public notices.
You need to have and Affidavit of Standing before going to Court.
1. Notice of Intent and Claim of Right
2. CORA Request - this document has a time limit for response. It's a federal rules of evidence document and carries
the weight of "Self-authentificating Evidence". i.e. damned if you do, damned if you don't. If they don't respond, then
a notice (by you) will be forthcoming of their delinquency. This carries a charge of
3. Affidavit of Truth - Notice of Liability - Important! Record this document at the Clerk and Recorder's office.
4. Asservation and Affidavit of Standing and Claim - this is a "Who's your Daddy?" document, by Dawn. She is VERY
clear that she is a child of God, not Satan. This claim takes her out of the world of the dead, the Vatican's Law of the
Sea and all that goes with it.
5. Affidavit of Standing - an alternate template with a softer but thorough effort.
Good luck. After we did this noticing, the police stopped coming to the house.
In freedom,
andrea : metz and dawn : haynes

